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Agenda
• Understanding trust issues arising from autonomics
• Autonomic-specific metrics

• Design for trust: the power of predicates
• Research directions and UniverSelf plans
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Autonomic-specific metrics
Step-by-step deployment of autonomic features
shall not deteriorate the global network performance

Possible metrics for autonomic features
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KPI Envelope
• The KPI-based envelope of process-correct adaptations of the
system will be used in the trustworthiness evaluation of the system;
• the KPI-based envelope can include
– point correctness criteria (such as scalability, stability, security,
availability, reliability, consistency, response time, etc.) evaluated for
various networking contexts
– and their combinations to cater for statistically sound evaluation of
process correctness;
– these stationary criteria will be enriched by those assessing dynamic
and transient properties (e.g. the rate of self-healing, convergence
times, etc.);

The KPI-based envelope ensures dependable adaptations

Trust in Autonomics can be achieved via the use of predicates
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During the design

Define Trust Predicates
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The Approach

Consider rather grammatical than logical meaning of a predicate:
Control Loop behaviour ~ sentence, in which Subject = CL’s Decision Process
“MRO in cell A increments the TTT by 10%” = Predicate (Subject, Parameters)
Predicate (*, *)
– abstract behaviour;
Predicate (S, *), Predicate (*, P) – partially qualified behaviour;
Predicate (S, P)
– fully qualified behaviour
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Towards the Design for Trust
α
Off

Consider state space of a single Control Loop (CL)
α , β = {events | messages | inputs} generated either by goal policy
or by utility policy communicated by another CL
(subject to local decision process)
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Consider typical situations in the On state:
Boot – resume operation of the CL:
Cruise control – normal operation (optimise the parameters);
Adapt – modify the optimisation process (also triggered by another CL):
Danger – anomaly detection and monitoring;
CfG – Call for Governance (request )
Label each transition with the state-specific predicate (P)
Perform transition when fully qualified, highest utility, lowest risk, …

Automatically obtain useful partitioning of the Off state:
On next boot behave consequently

A Finite State Machine of a CL with sets of Predicates is a CL Model ;
Verified off-line, used at run-time for Governance

Design for Trust
1.
2.

Identify your control loop[s]
Consider state space of your CL (based on the complete life-cycle)
21. E.g. include the state ‘Call for Governance’ (CfG), in which your CL shall request
governance from a UMF (either when under attack/threat/failure or e.g. when local
conflicts do not permit further operation)
22. E.g. include the state ‘Collaboration’ (e.g. within the ‘Adapt’ state), in which your CL
might initiate/respond a collaboration request to/from other CL

3.
4.

Consider all allowed transitions between states
Label each allowed transition with a predicate Pr(*, *)
41. Include safeguards (watchdogs) to evaluate Pr(S, P) at run-time
411.

Is it on time? Is it on resource constraints? Is it in conformance with past successful behaviours? …

42. Include Behavioural Log Files (BLF) to store information on transitions taken
43. Include BLF ageing to keep the information only within needed time scope (might the
scope be dynamic in your case?)
44. Consider how UMF can access BLF for reading, how BLF are protected, etc.

5.

Consider CL-specific Trustworthy Indicator

The Power of Predicates
•
•

Network management automation by network empowerment is the deployment
of self-managing control loops
The CL’s are self-managing within certain scope
–

•

Within the defined scope the CL must be trustworthy:
–
–
–
–

•

Predictable behvaiour of a CL  each CL is defined by its Model (known to UMF)
Verifiable behaviour of a CL  BLF’s can be externally analysed (through the UMF)
Self-aware behaviour of a CL  CL Model includes CfG predicates
…

Predicates are behaviour constraints that take the form of
–
–
–

•

The scope might be CL specific, domain specific, deployment specific, etc.

Abstract behaviours at the design phase of a CL~ network and device independent config. policies
Partially qualified behaviours when beeing embedded in a particular network function (particular
placement of network function) ~ network and device dependent config. policies
Fully qualified behaviours when being evaluated at run time ~ Event:ConditionAction

The power of predicates = the power of policies
–
–

Can check their correctness once and recycle many times
Can rewrite them to cater for a new type of behaviour (but remember possible inconsistencies)

Standards Bodies Must Act on
• Certification process/model
– Certification of systems, process, services… à la
ISO… à la MEF…

•
•
•
•
•

Conformance framework
Metrics definition
Predicates definition
Test specifications
Test procedures

UniverSelf Plans for Trust
• Identify challenges ahead for trustworthy autonomic
[carrier-grade] future networks
• Detail the unified approach for management of
– Future autonomic network technologies
– Trust in future autonomic network

• Discuss the underlying requirements and options
regarding future standardization efforts
–
–
–
–

Certification type
KPI-based envelope
Certification procedures
Business impacts

• Actions in ETSI AFI (new work item), MTS, CTI/PlugTest
• Actions in IRTF/NMRG and COMPLEXITY on safe
configuration detection, verification and validation
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Glossary
Autonomic

•
•
•

•

•

Trust - believe: be confident about something
[Wordnet]
Autonomic - Acting or occurring involuntarily;
automatic: an autonomic reflex [IBM]
Certification - the confirmation of certain
characteristics of an object, person, or organization …
often … provided by assessment. … *Wikipedia+
Assessment - Is concerned with the process
(behaviour) observation, in which observation the
competence of the process (behaviour) is related to
the given purpose. Assessment verifies the behaviour
in that it is correct 'both in the sense of responding
appropriately to changes in context and in the sense of
continuing to meet the high-level requirements of the
system' [ACF, S.Dobson];
evaluation of learning related to the purpose [E3
Glossary]
Correctness ~ conformance to spec [Wikipedia] or
rather "having the right opinion„ *Greek] ?  belief
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